Donor Stabilized Diatomic Gr.14 E2 (E = C-Pb) Molecule D-E2-D (D = NHC, aNHC, NNHC, NHSi, NHGe, cAAC, cAASi, cAAGe): A Theoretical Insight.
Quantum chemical calculations have been carried out to explore the detailed electronic structure and bonding scenario in various bis-donor stabilized E2 compounds (E = C-Pb). Our computational findings reveal that the thermodynamic stabilities of the E2 core gradually decrease as we move down the group. A linear D-E-E'-D framework is observed for C2 systems, while the heavier group 14 analogues possess trans-bent geometries. Consideration of few compounds as viable targets for synthesis is suggested by their corresponding calculated formation energies. In addition, the thermodynamic stabilities of C2 systems notably increase with the saturation of the donor ring framework and are even more pronounced for boron-substituted saturated NHD ligand. QTAIM calculations affirmed that the covalent nature of E-E' bonds shifts toward the donor-acceptor region as one traverses from top to bottom along group 14. The E-D and E'-D bonds in the C2 systems have covalent nature, whereas those in Si2-Pb2 systems are characterized by donor-acceptor bonds. In addition, we have computed proton affinities and vertical ionization potentials (VIPs) of these compounds. An excellent correlation was obtained between calculated VIPs and orbital energies of HOMOs. Furthermore, in the present study, we also explored the effect of bis-donors in the stabilization of heterodiatomic SiC compounds. Our calculations indicate that a typical bonding description of the SiC(D)2 compounds should be represented by a combination of a classical double bond between C-D with significant donor-acceptor interaction in Si-D, i.e., D → Si═C═D. The SiC(D)2 systems are found to be less stable than the corresponding dicarbon compounds C2(D)2, but they show significant stabilization compared to the corresponding disilicon systems Si2(D)2.